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Abstract

This paper presents an overview of the eld of Intelligent Products. As Intelligent Products have many
facets, this paper is mainly focused on the concept behind Intelligent Products, the technical foundations,
and the achievable practical goals of Intelligent Products.

A novel classication of Intelligent Products is

introduced, which distinguishes between three orthogonal dimensions.

Furthermore, the technical founda-

tions in the areas of automatic identication and embedded processing, distributed information storage and
processing, and agent-based systems are discussed, as well as the achievable practical goals in the contexts
of manufacturing, supply chains, asset management, and product life cycle management.
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1. Introduction

This paper gives an overview of the recently emerged eld of Intelligent Products, by analyzing and
proposing denitions of what they are and by performing a survey of how they have been or can be implemented and used in dierent application areas.

In this context, Intelligent Products and concepts like

Smart Products can be used interchangeably. However, Intelligent Products are not a synonym for concepts
like Ubiquitous and Pervasive Computing, Ambient Intelligence etc. that tend to focus on how human users
interact with their environment. The Internet of Things [33] concept could be a better t, but it tends to
be focused rather on connectivity and information exchange than on the intelligence of the products. Intelligent Products are not always invisible and unnoticeable, they are rather reactive actors that are capable
of autonomously adapting to changes in their environment. Even though this is still largely a vision for the
future, this survey will provide a picture of the current status and how it can evolve towards this vision in
dierent application areas.
Intelligent Products have many facets. In this survey, the concept, technical implementation, and achievable practical goals will be reviewed. Based on that review, a classication of Intelligent Products will be
introduced, which distinguishes between three orthogonal (albeit not independent from each other) issues:
what is the intelligence of the product, what is the location of intelligence, and whether the product consists
of a single entity or if it is an aggregation or composition of several entities. The reason for introducing such
a three-dimensional classication is that previously proposed classications seemed to be under-developed
either in the lower or the upper range of intelligence and did not necessarily take into account e.g. how the
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embedded processing capabilities aect the implementation of such Intelligent Products. Previous classications also tend to focus only on limited parts of a product's lifecycle, e.g. manufacturing or maintenance only,
rather than taking into account the entire lifecycle. Analyzing dierent approaches to Intelligent Products
using the proposed three-dimensional classication makes it easier to identify what their limitations are, and
which are the main aspects that need further development.
Furthermore, the technical foundations of Intelligent Products will be discussed in detail in this survey.
These foundations can mainly be found in the areas of automatic identication and embedded processing,
distributed information storage and processing, and agent-based systems. In order to keep the survey reasonably limited, some other relevant domains such as technologies for fault detection and remote maintenance
are largely omitted from this survey. For these domains, there already exists dedicated journals and other
dissemination channels. Also, challenges related to privacy, security, trust etc. are not discussed in detail
here, but such aspects in the context of Intelligent Products are discussed in detail in e.g. [35, 50, 51, 71].
Some other challenges for implementing Intelligent Products, such as the cost and the availability of skilled
personnel are pointed out in e.g. [23] and [45].
Regarding how, when and why to implement Intelligent Products, the achievable goals for the Intelligent
Product concept will be presented as a starting point for developing practical business cases in individual
companies. It is important to note that solutions developed for one purpose can, if appropriately designed,
be employed for other purposes as well.

Means-ends propositions [68] for Intelligent Products in specic

contexts will be discussed, such as manufacturing, supply chain, and asset management, as well as across
contexts, i.e. for product life cycle management.

1.1. Background
In the early days, factories were often powered by one central steam engine. As mentioned in [10], the
electric engine was meant to replace the steam engine. Just as there was one steam engine that would power
an entire factory, the electric motor was also initially a single device installed at a central location in the
factory, with belts running to the remote areas of the factory.

The electric motor improved to the point

where a single motor with belts could be replaced by motors built into each device. Now you could place the
instruments wherever it made sense to put them, and the motor became an invisible part of the instrument.
According to Norman [60], computers and computer networks should be thought of as infrastructure. It
should be quiet, invisible and unobtrusive, instead of being too visible and too demanding.

He therefore

envisages a change occurring from one centrally located infrastructure (the personal computer), to a set
of rather small, widely distributed devices.

These devices will not even be thought of as computers or

telecommunication devices. Instead, these devices will be seen as a natural part of our daily activities and
the tools that we use [10].

He argues that the proper way to achieve this is through the user-centered,

humane technology of appliances, where the technology of the computer disappears behind the scenes into
task-specic devices that maintain all the power without the diculties [60]. Similar views about computing
had earlier been proposed mainly under the name ubiquitous computing (see e.g.

[80, 81]), that is also

sometimes called pervasive computing or ambient intelligence depending on the context.
Gershenfeld shares this vision, as he calls invisibility the missing goal in computing [34]. According to him,
we can bring technology so close to people that it can nally disappear. Furthermore, he emphasizes that the
barrier between digital information and our physical world should be removed. The real challenge in this is to
gure out how to create systems with many components that can work together and adapt to changes in the
physical world. This vision has sometimes been called the Internet of Things, which is also adopted e.g. in
[13, 33, 36]. However, in many contexts such as Supply Chain Management, the Internet of Things concept
tends to be focused on product identication technologies, information storage and information exchange
rather than on the intelligence of the products.
It seems like Intelligent Products were rst discussed in an after sales and service context in 1988 by Ives
and Vitale [37]. The rst examples of Intelligent Products in the after sale context were computers running
programs that tracked the conguration and performance, and could request for service and maintenance.
The benets in eciency of service and reliability of operation could be substantial and was the basis for
successful start-ups and new lines of business for established companies.
Only later did the idea of integrating intelligence and control into the product spread to manufacturing
[55] and supply chain control [47].

In these application domains, new auto identication (Auto-ID) tech-

nologies, such as Radio Frequency Identication (RFID) have made the tracking and tracing of products
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throughout the entire supply chain possible. When product individuals in a logistic/production setting are
not only given a traceable individuality, but also the associated content (e.g. delivery terms, contract terms,
exceptions, etc.), and also decision power is delegated to them, we enter the realm of Intelligent Products.
Such Intelligent Products will have the means to communicate between themselves and also with logistic
service providers. Intelligent Products link the Auto-ID technology to the agent paradigm and Articial Intelligence. Agent technology has already been considered as an important approach for developing industrial
distributed systems (e.g. intelligent manufacturing systems) [39, 40, 66].
Intelligent Products can also play an essential role in product lifecycle management by their capability of
collecting usage information and reacting on it proactively, e.g. estimating needs for maintenance or repair
[62]. By using sensor technologies like thermal, acoustic, visual, infrared, magnetic seismic or radar sensors
the conditions of products can be continuously monitored. The access to information on how products have
been used could signicantly improve the way that products are recycled when they arrive to their end-of-life.
Sensor technologies can also contribute to improvements in manufacturing nodes and to the logistics of the
entire supply chain, by giving real-time status information (e.g. identication, location and other conditions)
of the products.
What is common to such tracking and tracing in the supply chain and to product lifecycle management is
that information needs to be represented at the item level and communicated between dierent organizations.
From an information system perspective, a shipment is indeed just a product with a relatively short lifecycle,
where the actual products that were included in the shipment may have a much longer lifecycle. However,
currently used information systems typically focus on managing batches and accounts using centralized
databases, hence representing item-level information and communicating it between organizations can be
a challenge for them, in case of mass-customization of products. Therefore, there is increasing interest in
the development of Auto-ID technologies and Intelligent Products which is being reected in on-going work,
current project proposals and future research areas.

1.2. Paper outline
After this introduction, section 2 will analyze dierent proposals for dening Intelligent Products. Furthermore, a classication method for such products that can be used as a tool for classifying the dierent
implementation approaches will be presented. Section 3 gives an overview of the enabling technologies of Intelligent Products. Section 4 will analyze how Intelligent Products can be implemented and used in dierent
application domains, followed by conclusions and future trends in section 5.

2. What are Intelligent Products

This section will start with presenting existing denitions of Intelligent Products found in the literature.
All these denitions focus on certain aspects of Intelligent Products and on certain application areas or parts
of the product lifecycle. Afterwards, based on the existing denitions, a classication of Intelligent Products
will be proposed, which tries to cover all aspects of Intelligent Products while taking into account the whole
product lifecycle.

2.1. Denitions of Intelligent Products
From the existing denitions of Intelligent Products, the complementary notions of McFarlane et al.,
Kärkkäinen et al. and Ventä will be discussed next.

2.1.1. McFarlane et al.
McFarlane et al. dene an Intelligent Product as a physical and information-based representation of a
product [55].

Figure 1 shows an example of such a product.

In this gure, the jar of spaghetti sauce is

the physical product, the information-based representation of the product is stored in the database, and the
intelligence is provided by the decision making agent. The connection between the physical product and the
information-based representation is made using a tag and a reader, as will be further discussed in section 3.1.
According to McFarlane et al., an Intelligent Product has the following properties:
1. Possesses a unique identication
2. Is capable of communicating eectively with its environment
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Figure 1: Intelligent jar of spaghetti sauce (from [82])

3. Can retain or store data about itself
4. Deploys a language to display its features, production requirements, etc
5. Is capable of participating in or making decisions relevant to its own destiny
Based on this denition, Wong et al. [82] have dened a two-level classication of intelligence.

When

the Intelligent Product only covers points 1 to 3, it is information oriented, and is called a product with
level 1 product intelligence.
decision oriented.

A product with level 2 product intelligence covers all points, and is called

Even though this Intelligent Product classication is quite generic concerning the level

of intelligence of an Intelligent Product, it is based on a separation between the actual product and its
information-based counterpart (as seen in gure 1). Therefore, it is mainly intended for describing the use
of RFID technology in for example manufacturing and supply chain purposes, without covering for instance
products with embedded processing and communication capabilities.

2.1.2. Kärkkäinen et al.
The fundamental idea behind an Intelligent Product according to Kärkkäinen et al. [47] is the inside-out
control of the supply chain deliverables and of products during their lifecycle. In other words, the product
individuals in the supply chain themselves are in control of where they are going, and how they should be
handled. To move to inside-out control of products, the products should possess the following properties:
1. Globally unique identication code
2. Links to information sources about the product across organizational borders, either included in the
identication code itself or accessible by some look-up mechanism
3. Can communicate what needs to be done with them to information systems and users when needed
(even pro-actively)
In this denition, the classication goes from no intelligence (unique identication only) towards decisionoriented products when covering the last property, in a similar way to the classication by McFarlane et
al.

Despite a slightly bigger consideration for embedded processing capabilities and the whole product

lifecycle, this classication is still mainly focused on the use of RFID technology, similar to McFarlane et al's
classication.

2.1.3. Ventä
Another denition of Intelligent Products is given by Ventä in [79]. Ventä refers by intelligence to products
and systems that:
1. Continuously monitor their status and environment
2. React and adapt to environmental and operational conditions
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3. Maintain optimal performance in variable circumstances, also in exception cases
4. Actively communicate with the user, environment or with other products and systems
This denition is clearly focused on decision-oriented products, thereby extending point ve of the rst
denition and point three of the second denition.

However, this denition is more focused on products

with sucient embedded computing power for communicating directly with other information systems. The
main application area is the running and maintenance of products in use, with little or no consideration of
manufacturing and supply chain management. This is a noteworthy dierence with the rst two denitions,
as the rst two mainly deal with products that only possess an identication such as a barcode or an RFID
tag, thereby requiring external information storage and communication facilities.

2.2. Classication of Intelligent Products
All three denitions focus on certain aspects of Intelligent Products and the product lifecycle, and thereby
cover only a part of the total eld of Intelligent Products. Therefore, we need a more comprehensive classication of Intelligent Products that covers all the aspects of the eld. This classication can be used for
analyzing dierent information architectures according to what kind of Intelligent Products and what parts
of the product lifecycle they are suited for.

A classication based on three orthogonal dimensions will be

presented in the remainder of this section.

2.2.1. Level of intelligence
The degree of intelligence of an Intelligent Product can vary from dumb products to pro-active entities.
This is the main focus of the denitions and classications of McFarlane et al. and Kärkkäinen et al. Based
on these denitions, the level of Intelligence of Intelligent Products can be divided into three categories:

• Information handling.

An Intelligent Product should at least be able to manage its own information,

given by sensors, RFID-readers and other techniques. Without this capability, it can hardly be called
intelligent. When the Intelligent Product is only capable of information handling, it is not in control
of its own life, as full control of the product is external or outside the product.

• Problem notication.

A more Intelligent Product is a product which can notify its owner, when there

is a problem. Such a problem could for example be that it has fallen, the temperature is too high, etc.
Still the product is not in control of its own life, but it's able to report when there are problems with
its status.

• Decision making.

The most Intelligent Product is the product which can completely manage its own

life, and is able to make all decisions relevant to this by itself, without any external intervention. In this
case, the product has full control over itself, and there is no external or outside control of the product.
This has been called inside-out control of products in [47].

2.2.2. Location of intelligence
When each object has its own intelligence, it does not necessary mean that the intelligence is located at
the object. Two extremes can be identied:

• Intelligence through network.

The intelligence of the product is completely outside the physical product,

at a dierent location. For example, there is a server where a dedicated agent for the product is running
[26]. The denitions of McFarlane et al. and Kärkkäinen et al. are mainly focused on this approach.
The product only contains a device that is used as an interface to the intelligence. In the research eld
for smart devices, such devices are often called

small SD

(Smart Device) [16, 17]. Platforms in which

the intelligence of the product is executed entirely on other hosts are sometimes called

portal platforms

[63].

• Intelligence at object.

All the intelligence, whether this is only information handling, or advanced

decision making, takes place at the physical product itself. The denition of Ventä is mainly focused
on this approach.
connectivity.

The object has the needed computational power, storing capacities and network

In the research eld for smart devices, such devices are often called

big SD

[16, 17].

Platforms in which the intelligence of the products is executed entirely on the devices are sometimes
called

embedded platforms

[63].
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There can also be intermediate solutions, these platforms are sometimes called

surrogate platforms

[63]. In

section 3, the techniques underlying these dierences will be further elaborated.

2.2.3. Aggregation level of intelligence
A third dimension of Intelligent Products is one which is lacking in the denitions and classications
discussed in the rst part of this section. However, we consider the aggregation level of the intelligence also
as an important dimension, as many products are composed from parts, which can also be products in itself.
For example, a car is an assembly of components that are manufactured by dierent organizations and that
may by themselves be composed of other parts. In the case of modern cars or other products with sucient
information processing and communication capabilities, a lot of decision-making can be embedded into the
product itself. However, some parts of the product may have only an identier, while other parts may have
their own embedded information processing capabilities. In order to make it possible to access information
in a uniform way from all levels, at least the communication interface should be similar for all components of
the product, as proposed for instance in [29]. For analyzing this dimension, we make the following separation:

• Intelligent item.

The object only manages information, notications and/or decisions about itself. If it

contains any components, they can not be distinguished as individual objects.

• Intelligent container.

The intelligent container not only manages information, notications and/or

decisions about itself, it is also aware of the components that it is made of and may act as a proxy
device for them. If the intelligent container is disassembled or parts are removed or replaced, the parts
may be able to continue as intelligent items or containers by themselves. For instance, an engine may be
removed from a vehicle, be re-furbished and then start a new life in another vehicle, possibly together
with new or re-furbished components (alternator, clutch, etc.). Another example from the domain of
supply chain management is an intelligent shelve, which can notify its owner when a specic product
is out of stock.

2.2.4. Classication model
Together, these dimensions lead to a three-dimensional classication model for Intelligent Products, which
covers all the main aspects of the eld.

This classication model is shown in gure 2.

In section 4, the

classication model will be used to classify the Intelligent Products in the discussed applications.

3. Technologies enabling Intelligent Products

This section analyzes the technologies behind Intelligent Products from three main points of view. Section
3.1 starts with the identication, sensing and information processing technologies that can be embedded in
the product itself, ranging from barcodes to embedded computers with sensors, network connectivity etc.
Section 3.2 discusses how the intelligence can be outsourced from the product itself to other storage and
processing devices such as back-end systems. Three dierent approaches for how this could be implemented
are studied with the objective to illustrate their possibilities and challenges. Finally, in section 3.3 dierent
agent-based platforms are discussed that have been proposed for addressing the challenges of local versus
distributed information storage and processing.

3.1. Automatic Identication and embedded processing
Already in the early 1970's, the rst optical scanning systems using barcodes were installed to provide
production line part tracking, as well as to satisfy the needs of companies for inventory and order fulllment
visibility down the supply-chain, and also to provide production line part tracking. [23, 72]. The adoption of
the UPC standard in 1973 caused a sudden increase of barcode scanning, leading to a widespread use of laser
scanning to track items ranging from convenience store purchases to overnight delivery packages. However,
the disadvantages of these systems are a slow information ow, since bar codes are a line-of-sight technology
that requires manual scanning and allows only one item to be read at a time. Consequently, bar codes are
only read at a few control points in the supply-chain.

Thus arose the need for a new auto identication

(Auto-ID) technology such as RFID, which overcomes these limitations.
RFID is a wireless data collection technology that relies on tags, consisting of silicon memory chips
equipped with radio antennas, which can be attached to objects to transmit streams of data about them.
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Figure 2: Classication model of Intelligent Products

RFID tags, unlike bar codes, do not require a reader to come in direct contact with an item, nor do they require
a line of sight between reader and tag. RFID tags are also more suitable than barcodes for identifying unique
individuals, instead of only identifying them on the product type level. Furthermore, multiple tags can be
read simultaneously. RFID tags are more dicult to counterfeit than bar codes because their manufacturerassigned serial number is hard-wired into the chip. The data on the chip can also be protected from reading
and writing in various ways, including encryption in more expensive tags.

RFID tags can be categorized

based on dierent aspects [70]:

• Memory: read only, read/write, or a combination.

The read/write capability of a tag can be used for

reading and recording data on the chip as it moves through the system. Tags with read only memory
normally only store a unique identier code.

• Active or passive.

Active tags are powered with an internal battery that gives them a longer reading

range and the possiblity to include sensors and actuators. Passive tags draw power from the readers,
making them lighter, smaller, and cheaper to produce.

• Frequency bands.

Low-frequency tags are used in applications where the range is generally less than

25 centimeters, while high-frequency tags are used in areas of less than a meter. Ultra-high frequency
tags have a longer reading range, currently up to about eight meters in optimal conditions. However,
these distances tend to increase constantly as new technologies are developed.
As mentioned before, Auto-ID technologies, such as barcode, RFID, smart card, and biometric systems, are
commonly used to identify products or delivery units. In addition to automatic identication, Auto-ID technologies often also include localization and sensor technologies. Localization techniques are often combined
with automatic identication, as the location information is useless without the identity of the located entity
[73]. The location of a product can be approximated using various techniques [72, 73]: monitoring by wireless and cellular access points, alteration and angulation of radio frequency or ultrasonic signals (e.g. Global
Positioning System), scene analysis (e.g. image recognition), laser trackers (e.g. Coordinate-Measuring Machines), as well as micro-sensors and micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS), Inertial Navigation Systems
(MEMS INS) and MEMS Optical Identication and Communication Systems (MOICS). A detailed discussion
of these techniques is outside the scope of this paper. Another frequently applied technique is updating the
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location status of the product at the moment its barcode or RFID-tag is scanned, when the physical location
of the scanner is known [36].
Typically, barcodes and passive RFID chips only have the capacity of storing information.

Especially

when automatic identication technologies are combined with sensor technologies, such as thermal, acoustic,
visual, infrared, magnetic seismic or radar sensors, processing of this information locally at the product can
be benecial. For this purpose, Gellersen et al. [32] look at how to integrate sensors in mobile devices, in
such a way that the context of the device can improve user interaction and support new types of applications.
In this way, for instance mobile phones and PDA's can be used to support products when augmented with
embedded computing.
Furthermore, there is an increase in interest on applying MEMS for creating smart devices (e.g. [31, 72]).
Because of the small size of these sensors and chips, these technologies are well applicable on products. In
the Smart-Its project [69], experiments are already conducted on dierent scenarios for attaching small-scale
embedded devices (Smart-Its) to everyday artifacts, to augment them with sensing, perception, computation,
and communication.

In this project, "Smart-Its" is regarded as an enabling technology for building and

testing ubiquitous computing scenarios, and therefore they will use them to study emerging functionality and
collective context-awareness of information artifacts.

Siegemund and Flörkemeier discuss several possible

scenarios for Smart-Its in [67]. One possible scenario for the use of Smart Its is smart product monitoring.
The smart product monitoring scenario is an example of a pervasive computing scenario where the interaction
is initiated by a smart object. An example is presented where an egg carton represents an arbitrary object
that is in store in e.g.

a warehouse.

The object is augmented in such a way that it detects whenever it

is dropped or not stored within the appropriate temperature range.

Whenever such an exception occurs,

it triggers an alarm by informing the appropriate contact person via an SMS. Another scenario mentioned
by Siegemund and Flörkemeier is the smart medicine cabinet, which was designed to support mobile and
young patients with chronic diseases.

It is supposed to improve the drug compliance of these patients by

reminding them to take their medicine. The smart medicine cabinet also knows about its content so that the
user can query it remotely to check which medication he/she has currently available. Other features include
out-of-date detection and alarms for potential product recalls. Unfortunately, designers apparently did not
consider Smart-Its very appealing [53].
Embedded processing is mainly related to the Intelligence at object approach.

In situations where

an Intelligence through network approach is needed, it becomes necessary to take into consideration how
product information can be managed in a distributed way that may involve the product itself, end-users,
manufacturers, other supply chain members etc. This is the subject of the next section.

3.2. Distributed information storage and processing
The vision of Intelligent Products is to seamlessly connect the products in the physical world with their
representation in information systems e.g. through a product agent as proposed in [26]. Intelligent Products
would make it possible to avoid media breaks between the real word and the digital world. Thereby, data
about the current and past context of objects from the physical world can be retrieved and updated when
needed. As pointed out in Section 2, the basic building blocks for implementing intelligence through network
is that products are identied by globally unique identiers that either encode links to information sources
directly or that can be used as look-up keys in some kind of network infrastructure. The main three currently
known approaches are shortly analyzed here. A deeper technical analysis and comparison can be found in
[28].

3.2.1. EPC Global
A tracking and tracing system for products throughout the supply chain was developed by the MIT AutoID Center [65], which later has been split into EPCglobal Inc. [24], and Auto-ID Labs [6]. In the EPCglobal
approach (as shown in gure 3a), every product is tagged with an Electronic Product Code (EPC). The EPC
is a numbering scheme that can provide unique identication for physical objects, assemblies and systems.
An Object Naming Service (ONS) tells computer systems where to locate information on the Internet about
any object that carries an EPC. Because of security and performance issues, EPCglobal has started dening
an alternative look-up infrastructure called the discovery services. The application layer events (ALE) and
EPC information service (EPCIS) published by EPCglobal provide standardized communication interfaces
for communicating product-related information.
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Figure 3: Tracking system for products moving through a supply chain

The main advantages of the EPCglobal approach are the strong industrial support and standards supported by organizations such as GS1.

The main weak points are related to the fact that the proposed

information architecture and standards remain focused on supply chain management applications using passive RFID tags. Supporting other Auto-ID technologies (especially high-end ones with embedded information
processing and communication capabilities) may be challenging. The current lack of item-level look-up between product identiers and related information sources is also a weakness.

3.2.2. ID@URI
At Helsinki University of Technology, a product identication and information linking concept labeled
ID@URI [36] was proposed.

With ID@URI, each product carries the ID of the product, as well as the

URI (Uniform Resource Identier) where the agent of this product can be found. Thus, ID@URI links the
physical objects directly with their product agent that is implemented as an Internet-enabled service. The
URI is typically the URL where the product agent is located, which could for instance be the address of
a manufacturer's server computer.

Because the address of the product agent is directly embedded in the

identier, the existing domain name service (DNS) infrastructure is sucient. The ID can also be chosen
freely as long as it is unique in the context of the URI, therefore existing serial numbers or numbering
standards (including EPC) can be used.
An information system called the Dialog platform [22, 26] that uses ID@URI was initially developed for
tracking products through a supply chain. The Dialog platform contains two software components, as can
be seen in gure 3b. The rst component is the product agent that is managing the product information.
The second component is used e.g.

for updating the location of shipments passing at checkpoints or for

querying or updating product information in general. The checkpoint can handle barcode, RFID-tags or any
identication technology capable of storing at least an ID and a URI. Extensions for handling e.g. composite
products and for propagating information updates have been presented in [27, 30]. Work on the ID@URI
concept is continued in the TraSer project [76].
The initial goal of the Dialog platform was to develop Intelligent Products that could respond to the
challenges found in international project deliveries [47]. There, the fundamental challenges come from the
customized nature of project deliveries, the great number of individual deliveries to the project, the large
number of suppliers, and the fact that deliveries to the project site are time-critical. In the proposed inside-out
control of project deliveries, such an Intelligent Product could ask for itself when it is in need of assembling
or transportation. Furthermore, it could have a more active role in after-sales, and should be able to manage
its own life-cycle [47].
The main advantage of ID@URI is its simplicity and that it can be used without new standards or
infrastructure. However, no communication interface standards have been proposed for the Dialog platform,
which is therefore currently on a proof-of-concept level after successful industrial pilots [48, 49].
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This is

largely because the ID@URI concept and the Dialog platform can be implemented using existing or evolving
standards, such as the messaging interfaces and data models developed in the PROMISE project [62].

3.2.3. WWAI
World Wide Article Information [83] is an application level protocol for distributed article information
developed by the Trackway company [75].

WWAI uses a product identier that combines existing GS1

identiers for the organization, product type and an item-level serial number. This product identier is then
used as a search key for retrieving available information sources that own information about the product. Both
the retrieval of information sources and the information exchange use principles of peer-to-peer networking.
WWAI enables companies to share real-time product information, regardless of the Auto-ID method used,
over the Internet.

The WWAI protocol enables distribution of the information on the computers of the

companies that have participated in the manufacturing, assembling or transporting of the product. Every
participant has control of its own product information and decides whether the information is public of
private.

Distribution of information makes WWAI networks scalable and able to grow as the number of

information provider nodes and products grow.
The main advantage of WWAI comes from its distributed nature of handling product information lookup and access, which makes it relatively fault-tolerant.

WWAI also contains functionalities for managing

composite products and other relations between products, as well as event propagation between organizations.
The main challenge for WWAI is that it is currently not standardized and that it does not have a big installedbase that would enable it to become de-facto standard.

3.3. Agent-based platforms
Agents are a useful paradigm to implement Intelligent Products, as the concept of an agent is close to the
concept of an Intelligent Product. An intelligent agent is dened as "a computer system, situated in some
environment, that is capable of exible and autonomous action in order to meet its design objectives" [39].
A multi-agent system is a federation of software agents interacting in a shared environment, that cooperate
and coordinate their actions given their own goals and plans. For this purpose, agents typically have four
properties. The rst property is autonomy. This means that agents operate without the direct intervention of
humans or others, and have some kind of control over their actions and internal state. The second property is
social ability, where agents interact with other agents via some kind of agent-communication language. The
third one is reactivity where agents perceive their environment and respond in a timely fashion to changes that
occur. The fourth property is pro-activeness. Here agents do not simply act in response to their environment;
they are able to exhibit a goal-directed behavior by taking the initiative.
There are several reasons why the use of an agent-based platform for Intelligent Products is benecial.
Firstly, when there is a high number of products, we will have to reduce the number of products needing
explicit control from the user. This can be achieved by making the products autonomous. In this way, Intelligent Products with knowledge and reasoning capabilities can do most of the repetitive tasks in an automated
way. Secondly, Intelligent Products should be able to detect and react to changes in the environment. Agents
can pro-actively assist the product and try to achieve goals given the change of the environment. Agents can
also help in discovering information about the environment by communicating with agents of other products.
It is therefore clear that intelligent agents have characteristics which are desirable for Intelligent Products.
Of course, an application for Intelligent Products can be created without the use of agents, but by using
agents, one can take advantage of the methodologies and solutions provided by the multi-agent paradigm
[17].
By using intelligent agents for implementing an application for Intelligent Products, each product can
have its own intelligent agent. This does not necessary mean that the agent is located at the product. As
discussed in section 2, two extremes can be dened. These extremes are also shown in gure 4a and 4b. Also
some intermediate solutions exists, which are called surrogate platforms. Next, several platforms in those
categories will be discussed. This discussion is partially based on the overview of [17].

3.3.1. Portal platforms
This kind of platforms mainly relate to the "intelligence through network" approach. Most standard agent
platforms can be used as portal platforms, as in that case the agents are not embedded on the products,
but run on "normal" desktop systems or servers. However, there are some specic platforms designed for
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Figure 4: Agent-based platforms

this purpose, like the MobiAgent system.
components:

The MobiAgent [54] system architecture consists of three main

mobile wireless devices (which the products should be equipped with in case of Intelligent

Products), an agent gateway, and the network resources. The agent gateway is the location where the actual
agents are executed. The mobile devices can download an interface of an agent through which an agent can
be congured. The agent will perform its task and will later report the results to the mobile device via the
same mechanism.

3.3.2. Embedded platforms
This kind of platforms mainly relate to the "intelligence at object" approach. Several platforms have been
developed to support agents embedded on mobile devices, in order to enable ubiquitous multi-agent systems.
These platforms are mainly based on Java, in order to work seamlessly on any Java-enabled devices with
sucient resources, like mobile phones, PDA's, and in the future even smaller devices, which can be attached
to the products. The Lightweight Extensible Agent Platform (LEAP) [9] is probably the most well known
agent platform for small devices.

Since version 3.0, LEAP is an add-on of the Java Agent DEvelopment

Framework (JADE) platform [38]. The LEAP platform can be used as both a surrogate and as an embedded
platform.

Other examples of embedded platforms are the 3APL-M Platform [1, 46], the MicroFIPA-OS

platform [56], and the Grasshopper platform [8].

3.3.3. Surrogate platforms
An example of a surrogate platform is the KSACI platform [2].

This platform is an extension of the

SACI (Simple Agent Communication Infrastructure) platform [64], in order to enable agents embedded in
devices to exchange information and knowledge with other embedded agents or with agents located in desktop
computers. Each (K)SACI agent has a mailbox to exchange messages with the other agents. The architecture
contains one special agent, called the facilitator, oering white- and yellow-pages services of the system. The
white-pages can be used by agents to locate other agents in the network, as the yellow-pages can be used to
nd agents which oer a specic service. This platform is a surrogate platform, as the facilitator agent is
always running on a server. Furthermore, agents embedded on devices cannot pass messages directly to other
agents, but instead they have to communicate with an intermediate HTTP server running a SACI proxy,
which will deliver the messages to the appropriate receiver. The solution makes the embedded agents lighter,
which makes them easier to embed on small devices.

4. Goals of Intelligent Products

This section outlines a number of achievable practical goals for the application of Intelligent Products. A
means-ends proposition [68] is a semi-formal description of a goal that can be achieved by applying a solution
in dierent contexts. In formulating these propositions, the goals of an application of Intelligent Products
are explicated, particular solution requirements are identied, and the circumstances where the goals can be
achieved are discussed. Several authors in design science and related disciplines emphasize the need for such
propositions when searching for new solutions and applications.

Dierent terms used for the means-ends

proposition include: base case [44], the technical norm [58], and the technological rule [61, 78].
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Figure 5: Classication of Intelligent Products in manufacturing applications

The goals for Intelligent Products are context dependent and are reviewed for manufacturing, supply
chains, asset management and product lifecycle management.

4.1. Manufacturing
Currently, the manufacturing industry is moving more and more from a supplier-driven to a customerdriven market. Due to the growing industrial capacity, customers are provided with a greater choice, and
competition between suppliers is increased.

As a result, companies must shorten product life cycles, re-

duce time-to-market, increase product variety and instantly satisfy demand, while maintaining quality and
reducing investment costs.

This is a great challenge to the manufacturing process itself; it must be more

exible and robust as well as demonstrate enhanced scalability [14].

Therefore, the ends for introducing

the Intelligent Product concept in manufacturing are to improve production planning and control, to enable
customized products and to make change-over between product variants more eective. The classication of
the Intelligent Products in the discussed applications of this section can be found in gure 5.

4.1.1. Production planning and control
A rst goal for companies to introduce Intelligent Products in manufacturing is to improve their current
operation in terms of production planning and control.

Frequent changes of production plans caused by

engineering changes as well as production disturbances, such as machinery breakdown or the late or uncertain
arrival of component parts, can lead to instabilities in production and production scheduling, with a 'ripple
eect' on other rm functional boundaries. In [52], Lee and Kim give an overview of how multi-agent systems
are used for achieving local and global objectives in production planning and control. Further, they give an
overview on multi-agent systems research applied in dynamic scheduling and shop oor job assignment, as
well as how to solve process planning and scheduling integration problems.
One of the rst Intelligent Products application in manufacturing is the self-organizing manufacturing
control system of Bussmann, which was evaluated at DaimlerChrysler [15].

West ),

In the control system (called

developed for the DaimlerChrysler concept of a modular and exible manufacturing system, agents

are assigned to both work pieces and to machines. The agent of a single workpiece negotiates with the agents
of the machines about which one of the machines will process the workpiece next. The workpiece auctions
o its current due operations and invites machines to bid. If a workpiece awards a specic machine, then an
operation performed by this machine on the workpiece will be the next goal of the workpiece. A workpiece
will continue to auction o operations and award machines until it reaches its desired state. Simulations have
shown that the West mechanism is extremely robust against disturbances of machines, as well as failures of
control units. According to Bussmann and Schild, its performance is nearly optimal [15], mainly due to the
dynamic task allocation, with late commitment.

4.1.2. Customized products
A second goal for companies that have introduced Intelligent Products in manufacturing is a logical
next step from the rst goal. When Intelligent Products manage or assist in the production planning and
control, they can be applied to control the manufacture of customized products, i.e. producing eciently
products that vary from instance to instance. An example is QSC Audio Products [25], an early user, that
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Figure 6: Classication of Intelligent Products in supply chain applications

was able to move from a build-to-stock operation to a build-to-order operation by introducing a solution
based on RFID technology to track and control how work-in-process (WIP) moves through the facility. The
application enables the company to manufacture customized products more eciently because it can optimize
the routing of work, and direct materials to where they are needed during assembly.

4.1.3. Change-overs
Another objective for Intelligent Product applications in manufacturing is to improve set-ups and changeover management.

By developing Intelligent Product applications for containers of materials needed for

dierent variants of standard products it becomes possible to speed-up and reduce errors in set-ups and
change-overs. [77] provides a nice illustration on how setup times can be reduced by tagging, tracking, and
controlling materials and tools. In trying to apply the concept of single-minute-exchange-of-dies (SMED),
that was originally developed in the sheet metal fabrication context in the printed circuit board (PCB)
assembly context, it was found that success required developing a simple Intelligent Product application.
Material and tool tracking was needed to help operators locate and prepare the thousands of unique parts
and feeders used in the circuit board assembly. Introducing SMED in a PCB fabrication context required a
tracking and tracing solution that relied on the innovative use of wireless terminals, identication technology,
and relational databases.

4.2. Supply chains
As for a few years ago, RFID technology has been successfully used in some portions of the supply chain
[3, 12].

In this same supply chain context, the ends served by Intelligent Product applications are: more

ecient goods issue and receipt, re-routing of deliveries in-transit, and improved security (e.g. anti-theft).
The classication of the Intelligent Products in the discussed applications of this section can be found in
gure 6.

4.2.1. Sending goods
An end for the application of Intelligent Products in the supply chain is to improve the eciency of
sending and receiving goods. A track and trace application of British retailer Marks & Spencer's [42] reduces
the lead time for distributing the frozen food from the distribution centers to the stores. The implemented
solution tracks frozen food on RFID tagged and recycled transport assets. A similar, and more widely known
example is Wal-Mart. Wal-Mart has mandated its suppliers to apply RFID tagging onto pallets and boxes
so that Wal-Mart can speed up receiving of goods and reduce the incidence of stock-outs in the shop [5].
A majority of Wal-Mart's suppliers have answered to the mandate by adopting a slap-and-ship practice
to product tagging [19]. In slap-and-ship, the suppliers apply the RFID tagging to the units just before
shipping or even by a third party before the delivery to Wal-Mart. By introducing the Intelligent Product
concept, for example by linking handling directions to the container, products that are out of stock in the
shop can be prioritized both when dispatched and when goods are received in the store.

4.2.2. Re-routing of deliveries
Another goal that also is based on the Intelligent Product concept is the re-routing of products and
shipments in transit. This proposition is important for example in the delivery of components for complex
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Figure 7: Classication of Intelligent Products in asset management applications

systems where delivery to the customer site is time critical [47]. Each component delivery can be associated
to an application that species what needs to be done with it, and this information can be used to reroute or
change handling instructions to dierent supply chain members while the delivery is in transit. An example
is the pilot by Skanska [59], a construction engineering and construction company that in a pilot started to
control major pre-cast reinforced concrete components that were tagged with RFID. The component is linked
to a tracking system and depending on the progress of dierent building sites interchangeable components
can be rerouted to where they are needed the most.

4.2.3. Security
A third basic purpose of introducing the Intelligent Products concept in the supply chain is to improve
the security of the supply chain. By maintaining the identity of the product or shipment it is possible to
pinpoint where thefts occur and/or to verify the authenticity of the item and reduce the risk of forgery. An
example of developing an application of Intelligent Product that improves the security of the supply chain
is from the European IST project ParcelCall [21]. In the ParcelCall solution the intelligence is linked to the
transport unit. Each transport unit has a mobile logistic server that keeps track of the goods within that
unit. In advance of the loading process the transport unit receives over a communications network a list of
contents from a goods tracking server. While the items are loaded the server associated with the transport
unit checks whether the item belongs to the list of items to be loaded or not. If an item is loaded that is
not in the list of contents, the transport unit sends notice to goods tracking. When the loading procedure is
nished the transport unit server also noties that the loading procedure has been completed.

4.3. Asset management
Asset management is the context where it is currently most straightforward to develop practically relevant
means-ends propositions at least regarding RFID technology. Expensive assets such as tools and equipment
often need to be used by many parties, and their continued use require the services of dierent service
providers. By introducing intelligence to the assets it becomes easier to share assets and also to service them.
The ends for introducing Intelligent Product concepts are to improve the eciency of asset usage and also
to make service and maintenance of the assets more eective. The classication of the Intelligent Products
in the discussed applications of this section can be found in gure 7.

4.3.1. Eciency
U-Library [57] illustrates how the introduction of intelligence makes it easier to share an asset. In the
u-library (ubiquitous library), each book is equipped with an RFID tag, and linked to an intelligent agent
managing it.

Furthermore, every shelf, browsing table, etc.

is equipped with RFID readers and writers,

and also linked to an intelligent agent managing it. By tracking the books using the RFID tags, it becomes
possible to monitor how books and other library materials are used and how patrons move and use books
inside of the library. More copies of items that are continuously used can be procured, while copies of items
that are not needed can be sold-o or moved to another location. Therefore, by applying Intelligent Products
in this way, the utilization can in theory be improved at the same time as the investment in assets is reduced.
Another example of applying Intelligent Products in asset management is from industry. Bowen Engineering
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used a tool tracking solution called ToolWatch that combines both identication and tracking [74].

This

resulted in an improved utilization of assets, as well as a big reduction in tool investments.

4.3.2. Service and maintenance
An example that well illustrates the benet of the Intelligent Product concept to improve service and
maintenance is from health care. A patient in a hospital or a care service needs dierent types of maintenance
and service depending on her condition.

Attaching a Smart-It device to a mobile medicine cabinet can

greatly facilitate the health care of young patients with chronic diseases. Smart-It is a small-scale computing
device that can be attached to dierent everyday objects to provide them with sensing, computing and
communication capabilities [67, 69]. The Intelligent Product application makes it possible for the care giver
to track medicine use and drug compliance of the patients, and to remind the patients to take their medicine.
The intelligent mobile medicine cabinet also keeps account of its content so that the patient's doctor or
pharmacist can query it remotely to check which medication he/she has currently available, and whether it
is in need of replenishment. Other useful functions that can be easily included are out-of-date detection and
support for product recalls.

4.4. Product lifecycle management
According to Kiritsis [45], the focus today in the business environment, is on innovation: products that
dierentiate themselves from others while also being aordable, reliable and early to market. Total management of the product lifecycle is critical to innovatively meet customer needs throughout the entire life cycle
without driving up costs, sacricing quality, or delaying product delivery. The ability of industry to provide
such holistic products and supporting services is currently limited by the information gap in the product's
life cycle.

The development of ubiquitous computing (in the form of Product Embedded Information De-

vices (PEID)) is expected to progress rapidly and largely used for advanced Product Lifecycle Management
and real-time data-monitoring throughout the Product Supply Chain. The basic idea behind PEIDs is to
store information about an individual product on the product itself, by applying technologies as discussed in
section 3.1.
Practical business cases of the lifecycle management proposition have been addressed in the PROMISE
project [62]. An information architecture has been dened that makes it possible to collect information from
any lifecycle phase and to use it in the same or any other phase of the product lifecycle. The information
architecture denes communication interfaces based on Web Services technology for communication over the
Internet and a UPnP technology for short-range communication especially with mobile PEIDs that have
intermittent network connectivity.

Any software that implements either one of these interfaces can be a

PROMISE information provider. A system object model developed in PROMISE [18] proposes a universal
way for storing and interpreting lifecycle-related data. The developed model would extend current ISO STEP
and PLCS (Product Life Cycle Support) standards especially for managing information gathered during the
use of products, including consumer products such as cars, refrigerators and other potentially intelligent
products.

4.4.1. Improved product design, manufacturing and customization
Applications of Intelligent Products that have been developed for a specic context can in certain situations be extended across many stages in the product lifecycle. For example, an application that was initially
developed for controlling customization in manufacturing can perhaps also be used for improved handling in
the supply chain, and to support ecient maintenance in asset management. Car manufacturers Ford, BMW
and Vauxhall already use RFID-tags to improve product quality, to store information about the car during
its whole life cycle, and to enable accurate customization of customer orders [7, 11, 41, 84]. An additional
purpose of this type of lifecycle application of the Intelligent Product concept is better coordination between
product development, service operations and sales. For example, using the same Intelligent Product platform the manufacturer collects information to improve its product development, the eciency of its service
operations, and to identify more accurately sales and marketing opportunities.

4.4.2. Maintenance
The proposed information architecture can be used to manage and control information on product individuals in the manufacturing and delivery process, as well as after the product has been sold [4]. The PEIDs
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handle information on the product individual level (and possibly also on part and sub-assembly level), instead of on the product type level, as typically is the case with current product data management (PDM)
systems. The PEIDs can store data about the products locally (i.e. at the product itself ) which enables the
distribution of analysis and control tasks to the product itself. In addition to local analysis and alerts to the
user/owner, the distributed information architecture supports alerts to the manufacturer or service provider
when certain thresholds are violated or abnormal conditions are detected. In this way, failure of a product
can be better prevented, and the product can many times be replaced before breaking down.

4.4.3. End-of-life management
Information about usage conditions can also be used when the product is at its end-of-life for determining
how to handle the product and its parts. When combining usage information with design and manufacturing
information, it is possible to determine the presence of valuable material or hazardous substances and create
a list of parts that have to be removed or special treatments that are required. In some industries, there are
also databases where the currently estimated market value of spare parts is available. When combining the
usage information with a value estimate, it becomes possible to calculate a residual value of each part and
make an even more ne-grained decision of what is the most appropriate action to take for each part. Such
possibilities could enable new recycling and refurbishing business opportunities as in the automotive industry
[43] or for heavy machinery as identied by Caterpillar [20].

5. Conclusions and Future Trends

In this survey, the concept, technical implementation, and achievable practical ends of Intelligent Products
have been reviewed. As discussed in the introduction of the paper, the Intelligent Product concept is not
very well-dened because it combines many disciplines and could be used in many ways.

The need for a

new classication of Intelligent Products that was identied in Section 2 illustrates that we are dealing with
a concept that is still evolving. The classication distinguishes between three orthogonal aspects: what is
the level of intelligence of the product, where is the intelligence (or processing power) located, and whether
the product is managed as a single entity or as an aggregation.

The reason for introducing such a three-

dimensional classication is that the earlier uni-dimensional classications seemed to be under-developed
either in the lower or the upper range of intelligence and did not necessarily take into account e.g. how the
embedded processing capabilities aect the implementation of such Intelligent Products. Analyzing dierent
approaches of Intelligent Products using the proposed three-dimensional classication makes it easier to
identify the main limitations and aspects for improvement of a certain approach. However, the classication
model proposed in this paper may still need to evolve as in the future more processing power, communication
capabilities, sensors and actuators will be embedded into products.
The main technical foundations in the areas of automatic identication and embedded processing, distributed information storage and processing, and agent-based systems have been discussed. Regarding how,
when and why to implement Intelligent Products, means-ends propositions for the Intelligent Product concept have been presented as a starting point for developing practical business cases in individual companies.
This showed that the Intelligent Product can be employed to specic contexts such as manufacturing, supply
chain, and asset management, as well as across contexts, i.e. for product life cycle management. In these
contexts, globalization, virtual enterprises etc. will make it increasingly dicult to manage all information
in centralized ways. Associating information, processing power and communication capabilities with products themselves and their surrounding environment can be an ecient way to relieve humans and corporate
information systems from the management of routine operations. Therefore, we believe that the main contributions of Intelligent Products to manufacturing and supply chains are threefold. First of all, Intelligent
Products enable their owners and users to know at any time the location and condition of their physical
assets. Secondly, Intelligent Products can sense their location and condition and therefore can raise the red
ag for "out-of-condition" situations. Thirdly, Intelligent Products allow to postpone decisions to the last
moment, in such a way that adequate reaction to disturbances is possible.
Furthermore, we believe that Intelligent Products will have a visible impact on humans and society in the
future. The decreasing price of embedded systems signies that an increasing number of consumer products
will become "intelligent". Through this evolution, we think new application domains will become attractive
in addition to those mentioned in Section 4. Even though it is dicult to estimate how people appreciate new
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services enabled by Intelligent Products, we believe that they will be increasingly important e.g. for reducing
energy consumption and for care of the elderly and disabled. The energy consumption of buildings, vehicles
and machines, could be signicantly reduced by better fault detection and control methods that would adapt
to the state of the products and their environment. This increase in "intelligence" will also enable a better
integration between infrastructure such as buildings, home electronics, mobile phones etc.
Monitoring the health of elderly people living in their homes will be facilitated by such technology, which
might be the only way for many countries to take care of their aging population in a decent way and at a
reasonable cost. It will also be interesting to see whether robotics will become important in the landscape of
Intelligent Products. For the moment, it seems like humans would not be ready or interested in interacting
with or being taken care of by human-like robots; however, people do accept autonomous grass-cutters,
vacuum cleaners and other everyday devices that make their lives easier.
In order to make the above-mentioned scenarios possible, inter-operability and standardization plays an
important role. There is still a long way to go before all dierent kind of machines and systems will be able
to communicate and understand each other. Ontology- and semantic web-related research are expected to
produce new tools for solving these inter-operability issues as no clear best solution exists yet. We also expect
multi-agent systems and research to play an important role in the future.
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